Introduction {#s0005}
============

The neural correlates of goal-directed actions and their differences from movements which do not result in an interaction with a particular goal (e.g. an object or visual target on a screen) have, over the past years, mainly been studied in movement observation tasks ([@bib45]). These findings revealed the basis of action understanding and can have several implications in neurorehabilitation in general ([@bib11]). We believe some of the latest findings in this field can be of interest for brain-computer interface (BCI) research, since goal-directed movements are of utmost importance for BCIs which rely on the detection and decoding of movements. BCIs can be used to control devices such as functional electrical stimulation (FES) based neuroprosthesis ([@bib35]) for the upper limb, offering the possibility to restore the hand and elbow function in tetraplegic end-users using thoughts ([@bib46], [@bib47]).

Current state-of-the-art non-invasive BCIs use electroencephalography (EEG) to exploit sensorimotor rhythms (SMR) associated with the imagination of movements ([@bib36]). Despite the developments of the past few years, SMR-based BCIs still lack natural and intuitive control for two main reasons. First, they solely rely on detecting the limb (usually both feet, right hand, left hand) subjected to the movement imagination (MI) ([@bib36]), resulting in a low number of classes. The limited number of classes do not allow for a natural control since it can happen that a repetitive foot MI is assigned to a particular neuroprosthesis movement such as a hand-open command. This fails to reproduce the natural way in which one plans a movement. Second, the delay between the movement intention detection and the actual user's intention is in the order of seconds ([@bib33]), which is not short enough for the Hebbian principle to be applied ([@bib32]). Reducing the temporal gap between the user's intention and the feedback provided (e.g. electrical stimulation; robotic devices control) is fundamental, not just for fast and natural motor control, but also because it has the potential to promote motor recovery at the cortical level, inducing neural plasticity ([@bib32], [@bib38], [@bib40]). This last point is particularly important in robot-assisted therapy for stroke patients ([@bib37]).

To overcome these limitations, the BCI should be able to decode the way in which one plans and performs an action, providing timely and accurate feedback about the user's intentions. This would be possible if the BCI could decode both the goal of the intended action and the movement characteristics (e.g. speed, force). Ideally, decoding at the goal level - describing the short-term goals necessary to achieve a certain action - and at the kinematic level - describing the arm kinematics (in space and time) - would be combined to achieve optimal and intuitive control ([@bib36]). This two-level strategy was proposed by Grafton and Hamilton ([@bib16]) and describes the mechanism behind goal-directed actions, which are of great importance for BCI control since they imply interactions with targets.

Moreover, as an alternative to the power modulations in different frequency bands used in the SMR-based BCIs, time-domain amplitude modulations in the delta band can be used. These slow fluctuations, when associated with a motor task, are known as movement-related cortical potentials (MRCPs) and are EEG neural correlates of movement planning and execution ([@bib6]) which have been used for movement detection ([@bib4], [@bib3], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib28], [@bib30], [@bib58], [@bib57]). Concretely, the MRCP is characterized by a slow negative deflection before movement execution (ME), imagination (MI) or attempted ME, reaching the maximum negativity near the onset, which is followed by a positive rebound before returning to the baseline level ([@bib21]). MRCPs can provide a multifaceted and rich motor control signal for two main reasons. First, movement intention detection through MRCPs has been shown to have relatively short latencies, reducing the time between the actual intention and the system response. Second, for upper limb movements, the MRCP magnitude and slope are known to be modulated by movement-related parameters, like speed ([@bib19], [@bib20]) and force ([@bib24]), as well as allowing for the discrimination of movement directions and trajectories ([@bib8], [@bib41], [@bib42]); grasp types ([@bib22]) or other movements of the upper limb ([@bib56]). Since MRCPs reflect the cortical processes employed in movement planning and are known to be modulated by several movement-related parameters, it would be of interest to investigate whether the presence of a specific movement goal is also reflected in this neural correlate. If the presence of a goal is indeed reflected in the MRCPs, then one can ask which impact does this information have in movement detection for BCI control.

Most of the studies which investigate goal-directed actions are not in the context of BCIs. Instead, they try to find evidence for a mirror neuron network in humans and often involve movement observation tasks and techniques with higher spatial resolution than EEG, like functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Buccino et al. used fMRI to demonstrate that, during the observation of goal-directed actions, subjects showed greater activation in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) than during the observation of the same actions without a goal ([@bib10]). Since action observation and action execution share similar neural correlates, the hypothesis is that the execution of goal-directed movements leads to different and more salient neural responses than equivalent, but non-goal-directed movements. In fact, differences have been found in EEG oscillations in movement observation ([@bib39]), imagination ([@bib59]) and execution ([@bib44]) tasks. In these studies mu rhythm suppression was stronger in the goal-directed conditions. In consistency with previous electrocorticography (ECoG) studies ([@bib12], [@bib15]), a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study additionally showed an increased theta power (4--8 Hz) in the hippocampus during a goal-directed navigation task ([@bib13]).

Inspired by these studies, but having the ultimate goal of a natural and reliable BCI control in mind, we used EEG to investigate the neural correlates behind goal-directed movements in a reach-and-touch execution task. Due to the aforementioned MRCPs properties, we investigated the MRCPs during goal-directed and non-goal-directed movements. To our knowledge, these differences were never directly assessed with EEG and in BCI studies. We exploited the differences found in MRCPs between goal and non-goal-directed movements to successfully show that the detection of movement intention is improved every time a goal-directed movement is planned and executed. Our results suggest that goal-directed strategies can have a positive impact on future BCIs and neurorehabilitation in which an early and reliable detection of movement intention is fundamental for motor recovery of stroke and spinal cord injured patients.

Materials and methods {#s0010}
=====================

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Ten healthy participants (age 26.3±5.4 years, 5 male) took part in this study. The study has been carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and subjects gave their informed consent. Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Subjects' right-handedness was assessed by the Hand-Dominanz Test ([@bib53]), which showed that all participants were right-hand dominant. Subjects sat in a comfortable chair, in a darkened and shielded room, facing the computer monitor that displayed the trial-based paradigm.

Conditions and paradigm {#s0020}
-----------------------

Subjects used their right index finger to perform a reach-and-touch task. Their left forearm was supported by an armrest. The right forearm was supported by the armrest and on a table of the same height. While at rest, the participants were asked to keep their hand still and relaxed, fully supported by a Joggle Switch button (Traxys Input Products, London, UK), which will be referred to as the *home* position. The body posture of the subjects during the experiment is exemplified in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} (both at rest and during the reach-and-touch task).

Participants performed four different conditions which were shown in a randomly alternated order but with the same frequency (i.e. 25% each). The four conditions in the study were: *Goal Movement (GM)*; *No-Goal Movement (NGM)*; *Goal No-Movement (GNM)* and *No-Goal No-Movement (NGNM)*. A total of 72 trials were recorded per condition, separated into 12 runs. Trials were separated by breaks with a random duration between 1 and 2 s. Each run had a duration of 290 to 314 s and breaks between runs had a variable duration, depending on the subject.

Each trial had a duration of 11 s and began with a two-second fixation cross, followed by one of the cues depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. At second 2, the subject observed either a *Goal* (small red ball in the black screen) or a red screen, which represented the *No-Goal* conditions. The ball position in the *Goal* conditions was changed randomly between trials. At second 4, in 50% of the trials, the color of the visual stimulus changed to purple (GO cue) instructing the subjects to perform a reach-and-touch movement with their right index finger (see [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

In case of the *Goal Movement* condition, the subjects were instructed to accurately touch the target. In case of the *No-Goal Movement* condition, subjects decided freely where to touch the screen. In both *Movement* conditions, subjects were instructed to start the movement as relaxed as possible and to touch the screen briefly. No further instructions were given in terms of kinematics (e.g. movement duration or movement trajectories). In this way, we ensured that participants' movements were relatively natural. We checked the movement-related parameters by comparing the movement onsets and offsets recorded with the switch button, as well as by recording the touched positions and respective timing using the touchscreen monitor capabilities. Movements were observed by the experimenter during all measurements.

If there was no change in color, the subjects were instructed to remain at rest in the home position (*Goal No-Movement* and *No-Goal No-Movement* conditions). While at rest, we instructed the subjects to relax their hands, forearms, elbows and arms and to avoid inducing any other muscular tension that could affect the outcome of the experiment. They were also instructed to minimize eye movements and blinking during the trials. Three resting state runs were recorded, each lasting for 70s, in which subjects were instructed to remain at rest and maintain their gaze on the fixation cross displayed on the screen. These resting runs were used for source imaging.

EEG recordings {#s0025}
--------------

EEG signals were recorded via 60 passive Ag/AgCl electrodes covering frontal, sensorimotor, parietal and occipital areas (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Three electrooculography (EOG) electrodes were used to monitor horizontal and vertical eye movements. These electrodes were positioned above the nasion and below the outer canthi of the eyes and as close to the eyes as possible to minimize the influence of non-EOG components, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The reference electrode was placed on the left earlobe and the ground on the right earlobe. The position of the EEG electrodes on the subject's head was recorded before the start of the EEG measurements using ELPOS ultrasound-based system (Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny im Allgäu, Germany). We used the participants' individual electrode positions in 3D coordinates for source imaging.

We confirmed that the electrode impedances read less than 5 kOhm. The signals were sampled at 512 Hz using four commercial 16-channel amplifiers (g.tec, Graz, Austria). Signals were band-pass filtered from 0.01 Hz to 200 Hz with an 8th order Chebyshev filter and a notch filter with a null frequency of 50 Hz, to ensure rejection of the 50 Hz power supply frequency. Data was recorded in MATLAB R2012b and Simulink 8.0 (The MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA). TOBI SignalServer ([@bib9]) was used for data acquisition. The paradigm was displayed on a touchscreen monitor.

Behavioral analysis {#s0030}
-------------------

We calculated the reaction time (RT) as the time when the participants left the home position with respect to the second cue (GO cue). We looked for temporal anticipation (RT \<300 ms) and rejected those trials. We want to avoid temporal anticipation since it could evoke differences in movement planning and because we particularly instructed the subjects to initiate the movement as relaxed as possible. Moreover, we discarded trials where the subjects failed to follow the instructions (e.g. not touching the target in the *Goal* condition) or when the movement onset or touch position was not correctly determined due to a problem with the switch button.

We also analyzed the time points when participants touched the screen and finished the task (movement offset), both in relation to the movement onset. The time subjects took to reach and touch the target (i.e. touch relative to onset) is of particular importance, since previous studies showed that movement speed has an impact on the MRCP amplitude ([@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]). To control for this possible confound, we assessed whether there were significant differences in both touch and offset time points between *Goal Movement* and *No-Goal Movement* conditions using a paired *t*-test (α=0.05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons).

EEG processing {#s0035}
--------------

Offline processing of EEG and EOG data was performed using MATLAB R2012b (The MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA) with the BioSig toolbox ([@bib51]), the EEGLAB toolbox ([@bib14]) and Brainstorm ([@bib54]).

We segmented the raw data and eliminated trials with incorrect responses from further data processing. All the remaining trials were visually inspected for corruption due to extreme amplitude values or abnormal trends (i.e. linear drifts that were present due to artifacts). Corrupted trials were removed from further analysis. We additionally removed noisy channels, leaving an average of 57 channels and 264 trials per subject. Thereafter we applied principal component analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction on the EEG data of all runs and conditions and retained components which explained 99% of the variance of the data. Subsequently, we performed independent component analysis (ICA) ([@bib31]) on the PCA-compressed data using the extended Infomax algorithm ([@bib27]) implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox. We rejected the independent components which corresponded to muscle or eye movement and blink artifacts using visual inspection. Finally, we reconstructed the cleaned EEG by multiplying the non-artefactual components by the mixing matrix computed with the ICA algorithm.

Movement-related cortical potentials {#s0040}
------------------------------------

MRCPs were analyzed as EEG neural correlates of movement intention. Runs were common average referenced and bandpass filtered from 0.3 to 3 Hz with a 4th order zero-phase Butterworth filter. Next, we time-locked the trials to the movement onset in the case of the *Movement* conditions and computed the grand-averaged MRCPs for each channel.

Feature extraction and classification {#s0045}
-------------------------------------

We performed single-trial offline classification between conditions on the MRCPs amplitude features. To extract the relevant MRCPs amplitude features, we applied a zero-phase anti-aliasing filter and downsampled the data to 16 Hz to reduce computational effort. Then, data were processed as described in [Section - Movement-related cortical potentials](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}.

We epoched the *Movement* conditions data from −4 to 4 s relative to the movement onset (second zero). For a fair comparison with the *Movement* conditions, we time-locked the *No-Movement* conditions to a "virtual onset". We created this virtual onset by using the real onsets recorded by the switch button in the two *Movement* conditions. For each subject, we calculated the mean of the recorded onsets of both movement conditions and used those values to time-lock the *No-Movement* trials.

After extracting the MRCPs amplitude features according to the method described above, we classified the EEG with a two-class shrinkage regularized linear discriminant analysis (sLDA) ([@bib7]). The sets of signal features were divided in training and testing: a classifier was trained for each time point on the training set and tested using the trials from the testing set on that same time point. All channels were used for classification, resulting in an average feature matrix size of 57 channels x 135 trials. To evaluate the classification we applied a 5x10 fold cross-validation and obtained a classification accuracy for each cross-validation fold at each time point. The accuracies reported correspond to the average over all cross-validation folds. We used 6 different binary classifiers since we had four different conditions and were interested in studying all 6 possible task pairs, which are described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

Discriminative spatial patterns {#s0050}
-------------------------------

We were also interested in analyzing the sources used by the classifiers - i.e. the discriminative spatial patterns (DSPs). To obtain these DSPs we used the approach described by [@bib29]). The DSP algorithm described by Liao et. al can be seen as a generalized eigenvalue problem, which solution is a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Eigenvectors correspond to spatial filters, and the discriminative power of the filters is indicated by the associated eigenvalues. Because we use only one sample from each electrode, this method is in fact equivalent to the LDA problem: when we solve the problem for the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, we obtain the LDA weight vector. What DSP does is to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem for all the remaining eigenvectors, obtaining not a weight vector (like in LDA) but a weight matrix. When we sort this weight matrix by the eigenvalue, the first column of the DSP is in fact the LDA solution. The DSP is then obtained by inverting the weight matrix.

The projection of EEG channels,$\mathit{y},$ at each time point, in the LDA space can be written as:$$y{\quad = \quad}x^{T} \bullet W\left( {:,1} \right){,\quad}$$where $x$ is the vector of EEG amplitudes at each channel (i.e. dimension is \[channels x 1\]) and $W$ is the weight matrix obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for all the eigenvectors.

As described in Liao et. al, the DSP corresponds to the inverse of the weight matrix, $W^{- 1}$. The pattern $p$ corresponding to the LDA weights is then $W^{- 1}{(1,:)}$. This pattern shows the impact of each source (i.e. specific brain area) on each channel and is unitless. We want to have a pattern which has the same physical unit as the original channel space (i.e. Volt). In our classification, we have two classes in the channel space projected into an one dimensional LDA space, so we used the distance between the two class means (*Goal Movement* and *No-Goal Movement*) in the LDA space as a scaling factor for the LDA pattern:$$p_{\mathit{scaled}}{= (}{\mu_{\mathit{GM}}}^{T} \bullet W\left( {:,1} \right){- \quad}{\mu_{\mathit{NGM}}}^{T} \bullet W{(:,1)) \bullet}p$$

Pattern $p_{\mathit{scaled}}$ corresponds to the differences between the two class means ($\mu_{\mathit{GM}}$ and $\mu_{\mathit{NGM}}$) which are being exploited by the LDA classifier, taking into account the covariance structure of the channels.

For each time point, we computed the absolute values to finally determine the spatial pattern corresponding to each classifier. We calculated the DSPs for the *Goal Movement* vs *No-Goal Movement* task pair, since we specifically wanted to investigate which brain areas were involved in the discrimination of these two movement conditions. We obtained a pattern per time point for each subject. We selected a time window of interest, −437 to 1313 ms, based on the classification results (i.e. accuracies above chance level) obtained for this task pair classification. We calculated the $p_{\mathit{scaled}}$ patterns in this time window relative to the movement onset and averaged the patterns per subject in non-overlapping 125 ms segments. We only then transformed each pattern from the channel space into the source space.

To estimate the brain sources associated to each DSP, we used the Brainstorm toolbox ([@bib54]). We computed boundary element head models using the Colin27 brain model template included in Brainstorm and the subject individual EEG electrode positions. The registration between the template and the digitized EEG electrode positions was done using the Brainstorm toolbox automatic alignment algorithm based on the three fiducial points (nasion, left ear and right ear) and a further iterative algorithm which finds a better fit between the two head shapes, using the remaining head points to improve the initial registration. We visually inspected this alignment.

We estimated full noise covariance matrices with shrinkage regularization ([@bib50]), based on the three resting runs which were preprocessed as described previously. Subsequently, we computed 5001 brain sources using standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) ([@bib43]) with dipole orientations normally constrained to the cortex. We determined the significantly different voxels in respect to a baseline, from --3.75 to −3.50 s relative to the movement onset using a paired *t*-test. Bonferroni correction was applied for the number of voxels and time points to the significance level of 0.05.

Results {#s0055}
=======

Behavioral analysis {#s0060}
-------------------

As a summary, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the boxplots correspondent to the reaction times (RTs) relative to the GO cue, as well as the times relative to the movement onset when the participants touched the screen and completed the movement (movement offset). We found no statistically significant differences between movement conditions (*Goal* and *No-Goal*) for the touch and offset. The grand-average RT in respect to the GO cue was 1.0 s (±0.2 standard deviation). [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} does not include the trials that were rejected due to temporal anticipation, which corresponded to an average of 1.8 trials per subject.

Movement-related cortical potentials {#s0065}
------------------------------------

MRCPs were observed as a negative deflection (decrease in amplitude) in the activity recorded over the motor cortex, which started around 400 ms prior to the movement onset. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand-average MRCP over electrodes FCz, C3, Cz and C4 for the two *Movement* conditions as well as the *No-Movement* conditions, as a control. The MRCPs over the electrodes covering sensorimotor areas are in the Appendix ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

In the *Movement* conditions, the peak of maximal negativity was more pronounced in the *Goal* condition than in the *No-Goal* condition. After the negative deflection there is a rebound, also known as reafferent potential, which is stronger in the *Goal* condition. Generally, and as expected, the amplitude of the MRCP was stronger in the contralateral and central motor areas.

Single-trial offline classification {#s0070}
-----------------------------------

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand-average single-trial classification accuracies for the six different task pairs over time and [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} additionally shows the single-trial classification for each subject, separated per task pair. We calculated the classification accuracies in a time window from -4 to 4s, relative to the movement onset (second zero). The theoretical chance level is 50% and the threshold at a significance level, α=0.05, Bonferroni corrected for window length, is 64%. We calculated this threshold using the adjusted Wald interval ([@bib34], [@bib5]) and the average number of trials used for classification (i.e. 132).

The peak average accuracies for each task pair are reported in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}. We determined the peak accuracy by finding the maximum accuracy over a time-window of −0.5 to 2 s. The peak accuracy is reached at different time points dependent on the subject (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum accuracies before the movement onset were evaluated in a time window from −0.5 to 0 s. These results are also presented in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}.

Statistically significant differences between the accuracies of the task pairs were assessed using paired *t*-tests (α=0.05). The results for all pairs comparisons are in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}, where statistically significant differences between the pairs are marked in red.

### Goal vs. No-Goal {#s0075}

For the *Movement* conditions, the *Goal* vs. *No-Goal* grand-average classification accuracy over all subjects reached a maximum of 62% at movement onset, rising above the chance level at −336 ms and remaining significant until 1.3 s after movement onset ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). The average peak accuracy was 71% (±5% std). Nine out of 10 subjects reached a significant peak accuracy, ranging from 65 to 81% after movement onset ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). From −500 ms to movement onset, only 5 of the 10 subjects had accuracies above chance level and an average peak accuracy of 70% (±4%) was reached, ranging from 65 to 75% ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). For the *No-Movement* conditions, the *Goal* vs. *No-Goal* grand-average classification accuracies were at chance level as were average peak accuracies ([Figs. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}).

### Movement detection {#s0080}

Movement detection was analyzed for the 4 *Movement* vs. *No-Movement* task pairs (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). For the *Goal Movement* task pairs (i.e. *Goal Movement* vs. *Goal No-Movement* / *Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movement*), the grand-average classification accuracy over all subjects reached a maximum of 79/79% at 297/281 ms after movement onset, rising above the chance level at −375/−328 ms and staying significant until 3.2/3.0 s after movement onset ([Figs. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B and D, respectively). The average peak accuracy was 84(±4)/84%(±4). All subjects reached a significant peak accuracy, ranging from 77--91/79--90% after movement onset ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). From --500 ms to movement onset, all subjects were above the chance level and an average peak accuracy of 73(±6)/73%(±5) was reached, ranging from 65--82/65--80% ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}).

For the *No-Goal Movement* task pairs (i.e. *No-Goal Movement* vs. *Goal No-Movement* / *No-Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movement*), the grand-average classification accuracy over all subjects reached a maximum of 76/75% at 273/281 ms after movement onset, rising above chance level at −281/−297 ms and staying significant until 2.2/2.2 s after movement onset ([Figs. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}C and E, respectively). The average peak accuracy was 81(±4)/81%(±3). All subjects reached significant classification accuracies, ranging from 75--87/78--86% after movement onset ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). From -500 ms to movement onset, only 6 subjects had accuracies above chance level and an average peak accuracy of 71(±6)/68%(±5) was obtained, ranging from 65--80/65--78% ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}).

In the task pairs where the *Goal Movement* condition was present, the classification accuracies were higher than in the other two *No-Goal Movement* conditions in 8 out of 10 subjects. These differences are also evident before the movement onset. [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} shows that there are no statistically significant differences between the two *Goal Movement* task pairs before and after movement onset, however they do show statistically significant differences to both *No-Goal Movement* task pairs before movement onset. These differences implied that in 4 of the 10 subjects, movements were only detected before the onset if the *Goal Movement* condition was present. Good examples are subjects s5, s7 and s8, where a difference of 16, 19 and 23% in average peak accuracies before onset are registered when compared with the *No-Goal Movement* task pairs peak accuracies.

Discriminative spatial patterns {#s0085}
-------------------------------

[Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} shows the discriminantive spatial patterns sources on the cortex surface in a time window from −437 to 1313 ms in respect to movement onset for the *Goal Movement* vs *No-Goal Movement* task pair. This allowed us to investigate the DSPs within the window where accuracies above the chance level were reached (see [Section - Goal vs. No-Goal](#s0075){ref-type="sec"}). The patterns were averaged in 125 ms segments. In [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} we show the grand-average over the 10 subjects and only plot voxels which are significantly different from the baseline (paired *t*-test, α=0.05 Bonferroni corrected for the number of voxels and time points).

Before movement onset, the largest contributions come first from the ipsilateral inferior frontal cortex and then from the supplementary motor area (SMA), premotor cortex (PM) and superior parietal lobule. At movement onset, the patterns are widely spread over the right parietal lobule and premotor areas (both hemispheres). After movement onset these contributions expand also to the primary motor cortex (M1). From 500 ms and onwards, the information is more restricted to M1 and left PPC.

Discussion {#s0090}
==========

In this paper we use low-frequency time-domain EEG signals to show for the first time the differences between goal-directed and non-goal-directed movements. We analyzed the movement-related cortical potentials associated with the *Goal* and *No-Goal Movement* conditions, which both required the execution of a reach-and-touch task with the same kinematics. We then performed single-trial offline classification to exploit the features associated to this particular EEG neural correlate of movement intention. Our classification results show that the detection of movement intention was higher when the movement was directed towards a goal. Furthermore, we show that the differences our classifier is exploiting come from premotor, primary motor areas and additionally the posterior parietal cortex.

Movement-related cortical potentials {#s0095}
------------------------------------

Concerning the MRCP neurophysiology analysis, the maximal negativity over the central electrodes was more pronounced in the *Goal* condition than in the *No-Goal* condition. Furthermore, the reafferent potential of the MRCP after movement onset was stronger in the *Goal* condition. This potential has been previously associated with the precision of movement ([@bib52]). The amplitude of the MRCP was higher for contralateral and central channels located over the sensorimotor cortex than for the rest of the channels.

Since the magnitude and time course of MRCP are influenced by characteristics of the movement performed - like movement speed - we performed a behavioral analysis to eliminate possible confounds. The reach-and-touch movement had the same duration for both movement conditions and we can infer that the differences between conditions were not due to different movement kinematics.

Single-trial offline classification {#s0100}
-----------------------------------

The differences observed on the MRCPs were exploited in an offline classification procedure. Here, we studied all possible task pairs (i.e. condition combinations) in a binary classification. First, we show that both *Goal Movement* and *No-Goal Movement* tasks are discriminable before movement onset in 5 of the 10 subjects and after onset in 9 out of 10. In fact, accuracies rise above chance level after the first cue, returning to chance level around the GO cue. After the GO cue, despite the fact that the subjects already knew whether there was a goal or not, the accuracies were again raised above the chance level. A plausible explanation is that goal-related and movement planning/execution processes are in fact highly dependent on each other ([@bib16]). For the *Goal No-Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movement* task pair, classification accuracies were at chance level. This was expected, since at this time point the subjects already knew whether there was a goal or not and did not have to perform any movement. Second, movement detection was possible in all subjects and all task pairs but the highest classification accuracies were obtained when the *Goal Movement* condition was executed. Before movement onset, the differences in classification accuracies were more pronounced, again being higher for the *Goal Movement* task pairs. Notably, movement intention detection was possible in all subjects for the *Goal Movement* task pairs, but in only 6 out of 10 subjects for the *No-Goal Movement* task pairs. These results are of particular interest for BCI control where an early and accurate detection of the intended action (i.e. earlier than the execution/imagery/attempt onset) is fundamental.

The performance of our classification is within the range of what has been reported in previous state-of-the-art studies on upper limb movement intention detection: \~65-76% ([@bib4], [@bib3], [@bib22], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib28]). However, a direct comparison is difficult, since not only the tasks (self-paced/cue-based; ME/MI or attempted ME and different types of upper limb movements) but also the methodology used (features type and offline/online/simulated online classification procedures) and the participants (healthy/stroke/SCI patients) are different.

It is important to note that in our paradigm, all four conditions involved the presentation of cues and, for this reason, the *No-Movement* trials cannot be seen as a real rest condition, as was the case in most of the previous studies. This factor might have an influence on our overall accuracies, but not on the goal-directed vs. non-goal-directed tasks comparison which was the main target of our study. We would also like to point out that in this paradigm the cues were different between the *Goal* and the *No-Goal* conditions (i.e. color changes in a smaller or bigger area of the screen, respectively). Future paradigms should avoid such differences since they can be seen as possible confounds. However, it is unlikely that the differences observed among conditions were due to the different quality of the cues. We are time-locking the trials to movement onset, which happened in average 1 s after the GO cue and 3 s relative to the first cue. Our classifier is exploiting movement-related cortical potentials, observed later (with respect to visually evoked potentials associated with the stimuli presentation), and distributed over the motor cortex. This is further supported by the discriminative spatial patterns observed around movement onset.

A further important point is that we used a single, virtual and abstract target. We did this to reduce the complexity of the movement itself, since complicated tasks could introduce several variables to our experiment. Now that we have tested our hypothesis, we believe that future studies would benefit from the presentation of real objects. Furthermore, MRCP differences between goal-directed and non-goal-directed movements should be assessed in patients during attempted ME or even MI tasks.

Regarding the features, we exclusively used time features but recent studies show that features from the time-domain combined with spectral features improve movement intention detection ([@bib22], [@bib49]).

In this study, we directly addressed the neural correlates of goal-directed movements in a reach-and-touch task as a starting point to find out if goal-directed strategies should be preferred in further BCI contexts. We observed that movements with a goal improve the detection of movement intention in a movement execution task. If such results can be replicated in MI or attempted ME tasks, subjects should be instructed to perform the kinesthetic MI associated with a particular object. Recently, Yong and Menon showed that, while exploiting band-power features, classification accuracies of motor imagery of elbow flexion and extension were improved if a goal was associated with the MI ([@bib59]). The two MI tasks were different in kinematics rather than just goal-directedness and the possible effect of these confounds on the results makes its interpretation less straightforward. In our study, we were able to control for these confounds by choosing two simple ME tasks which involved the same movement, and exploited MRCPs to show that movement intention (i.e. before movement onset) is better discriminated in goal-directed movements. Such performance improvements can lead to a reliable and natural response of the BCI-controlled system (e.g. neuroprosthesis or robotic arm) to the user's intention, aiding the recovery process through neuroplastic changes ([@bib17], [@bib40]).

Discriminative spatial patterns {#s0105}
-------------------------------

Using the discriminative spatial patterns and their source estimation we were able to determine the brain areas relevant for the discrimination between the *Goal Movement* and the *No-Goal Movement* conditions. Before movement onset, the largest contributions come first from the ipsilateral inferior frontal cortex and then from the SMA, PM and superior parietal lobule. These areas, part of the frontoparietal network, are cortical regions with motor functions which have been previously associated to the goals of actions ([@bib45], [@bib48]). They are also known to be actively involved in the integration of neural signals from different sensory inputs. Specifically, the parietal lobule has been associated with visuomotor transformations before and during complex movements such as reaching movements ([@bib2], [@bib45], [@bib55]). During both *Goal Movement* and *No-Goal Movement* conditions subjects performed a center-out reach-and-touch task. However, it is fair to assume that, for the *Goal Movement* condition, specific information about the spatial location of the target had to be integrated for motor planning. This is a plausible explanation for the involvement of the fronto-parietal network in discriminating between goal and non-goal-directed conditions in our experiment.

Peak accuracies were reached at movement onset. Here, the patterns show a broader activation in the right parietal lobule and premotor areas. After movement onset, these contributions also expand to M1. This is expected, since this area is known to be responsible for the implementation of spatial characteristics of movement and is typically active only shortly before and during movement execution ([@bib26]). From 500 ms and onwards, the patterns are more restricted to M1 and left PPC.

To conclude, not only premotor and primary motor areas but also the posterior parietal lobule contributed to the discrimination between the goal-directed and non-goal-directed movement tasks in our experiment. Our results are consistent with an fMRI study that showed greater activation in the PPC during goal-directed action observation, when comparing to non-goal-directed action observation ([@bib10]), bounding this area to decoding movement goals. More recently, neuroprosthesis control was possible using spike activity exclusively from the PPC in a tetraplegic patient ([@bib1]). In this study, Aflalo et al. showed for the first time that imagination of goals, trajectories and types of movement could successfully be decoded from the PPC.

Conclusion {#s0110}
==========

In this study, we show that goal-directed movements differ from non-goal-directed movements with the same kinematics. We detected these differences in low-frequency time-domain EEG signals and further employed them to improve movement intention classification accuracies. Moreover, we show that the differences our classifier is exploiting come not only from premotor and primary motor areas but also from the posterior parietal cortex, which has been previously associated with decoding movement goals. Overall, our results show which brain areas are involved in the discrimination between goal-directed and non-goal-directed movements and suggest goal-directedness as a paradigm factor that improves the detection of movement intention in naturally-controlled BCI devices.

Appendix {#s0115}
========

See Appendix Fig. A1Grand-average MRCPs for the electrodes covering sensorimotor areas.Fig. A1.[Fig. A1](#f0055){ref-type="fig"}.
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![Diagram of a trial and the four possible conditions. Each trial consisted of a two-second fixation cross, followed by one of the four conditions: (A) *Goal Movement*; (B) *Goal No-Movement*; (C) *No-Goal Movement* and (D) *No-Goal No-Movement.* (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr1){#f0005}

![Movement conditions. The change of color (GO cue) instructed the subjects to initiate the reach-and-touch task. Subjects touched the target as accurately as possible in the *Goal Movement* condition and decided where to touch in the *No-Goal Movement* condition. After touching the screen, they were instructed to move back to the *home* position. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr2){#f0010}

![Electrode positions. Positions marked correspond to the sixty electrode sites used for the study, spread over frontal, sensorimotor, parietal and occipital areas symmetrically covering the head. EOG electrode positions: three EOG electrodes were positioned at the corners of a right-angled triangle.](gr3){#f0015}

![Behavioral analysis. We show the boxplots correspondent to the movement onset, as well as the touch and movement offset which are represented independently for each condition (*Goal Movement* and *No-Goal Movement*).](gr4){#f0020}

![Grand-average MRCPs over electrodes FCz, C3, Cz and C4 with respect to movement onset. We show the 95% confidence interval for the mean. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr5){#f0025}

![Grand-average single-trial classification accuracies over time for all the 6 task pairs. The red vertical line corresponds to the average time point where the first cue was shown (± standard deviation). The purple vertical line corresponds to the average time point of the GO cue. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr6){#f0030}

![Single-trial classification accuracies over time. The thick colored lines (with the same color coding as in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) correspond to the grand-average accuracies for the different task pairs. The 95% confidence interval for the mean is shadowed in grey. The thin colored lines correspond to the accuracies of each of the 10 subjects. The chance level for the individual accuracies is 64% (α = 0.05). In (A) we show the accuracies for *Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal Movement* task pairs. (B),(C),(D),(E) shows the accuracies for the *Movement* vs. *No-Movement* task pairs. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr7){#f0035}

![Peak accuracies in % relative to the six task pair comparisons. The average peak accuracies per subject over an interval of -0.5 to 0 seconds are plotted in light blue. The accuracies over a larger interval, from -0.5 to 2 seconds are plotted in dark blue bars. Grand-average peak accuracies per task pair are in light green for the \[−0.5 0\] s interval and in dark green for the \[−0.5 2\] s interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr8){#f0040}

![Statistically significant differences between the task pairs' accuracies assessed using paired *t*-tests (α=0.05), for the \[−0.5 0\] s interval (left table) and for the \[−0.5 2\] s interval (right table). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr9){#f0045}

![Discriminative spatial patterns in the source space relative to movement onset for the *Goal Movement* vs *No-Goal Movement* task pair. The patterns were averaged in 125 ms time segments (middle time point of the averaged window is indicated here). The sources correspond to the grand-average over the 10 subjects and only voxels which are significantly different from the baseline (paired *t*-test, *p*\<0.05) are shown. The values are unitless (a.u.) since sLORETA yields standardized brain sources - blue corresponds to zero and red to the maximum value. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](gr10){#f0050}

###### 

Conditions and task pairs.

Table 1

  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
  Movement                                       *Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal Movement*
  No-Movement                                    Goal *No-Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movemen*t
  Movement vs. No-Movement                       *Goal Movement* vs. *Goal No-Movement*
  *Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movement*      
  *No-Goal Movement* vs. *Goal No-Movement*      
  *No-Goal Movement* vs. *No-Goal No-Movement*   
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
